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IMPORTANCE  OF ....  

The Mishna (Sotah 48b) states that there was a time when people 
were not being careful to conduct themselves with Taharah 
(purity), and as a result, people were deprived of their senses of 
taste and smell. The Gemara (49a) relates that Rav Huna was 
once walking along, when he saw a juicy date on the ground. He 
picked it up and wrapped it in a handkerchief. As he continued on 
his way, he met his son Rabbah. Rabbah commented to his father 
that he detected the aroma of a date. Rav Huna was glad to 
observe that his son maintained Taharah (as he was able to smell) 
and he gave Rabbah the date. The two continued along together 
until they met Rabbah’s son Abba.  At this point, Rabbah took out 
the date and gave it to his son. Rav Huna said to Rabbah “My son, 
you have made me very happy (by being pure), and [yet] you have 
hit me in the teeth (by giving my gift to your son).” The Gemara 
concludes: This illustrates what people say - The love of a father 
goes to his son, and the love of a son goes on to his own son, 
implying that one’s emotional focus is generally directed toward 
one’s children rather than reciprocated back to one’s parent. This 
may be an insight found in the Posuk which says that one of the 
pre-conditions of marriage is: unt ,tu uhct ,t aht czgh if kg  - 
therefore, a man must forsake his father and mother, u,atc ecsu 
[in order] to connect with his wife. Why is such a separation a 
necessary pre-condition ? Perhaps, since a child is always on the 
receiving end of his relationship with his parents, he must leave 
behind that “taking”  aspect of his lifestyle and abandon that vsn 
which characterizes his relationship with his father and mother if 
he wishes to make a success of his new marriage, where both 
taking and giving are necessary.         

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:  
If one witnesses someone being damaged (i.e. being cheated, 
stolen from etc..) by another, may he or must he enlist others to 
help, and what may he tell them ?  

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK:  
(When/how may one praise someone if praise leads to denigration ?)  

One may praise another privately, not in public and not in front of 
one who hates him, and not effusively. The Rambam holds this to 
be a fulfillment of lunf lhgrk ,cvtu. Effusive praise, even if not in 
public and not in front of a tbua is a Machlokes Rishonim. The 
Chofetz Chaim holds that it is prohibited. 

DIN'S CORNER:  
One who claims to be a Kohen today may be believed in order to 
receive the first Aliyah and is permitted to duchan because there is 
no Terumah Min HaTorah or MiDerabanan today, and we are not 
concerned over questions of Yichus which may be raised. 
Certainly, this Kohen may not become Tomay and he may not 
marry women forbidden to a Kohen. (Aruch HaShulchan s”uh 3:5) 

DID YOU KNOW THAT ....   

The Gemara (Chulin 60a) states that everything created during the 
six days of ,hatrc vagn was created in its final, completed form. 
Thus an ox was created fully developed, and not as an infant, 
which would have to grow. This raises a question regarding a 
lamb (acf) which turns into a ram (kht) after 2 years. It may have 
been created fully formed as a 2-year-old ram, but in terms of 
time, it was only a day old. Would it be theoretically suitable for a 
Korban Tamid, which becomes ineligible upon reaching the age 
of 2 years ? A similar question is asked regarding the Gemara 
(Shabbos 33b) which describes how R’ Shimon b. Yochi survived 
in a cave, subsisting on a carob tree which miraculously appeared 
outside the cave. Were not its fruits Orlah and forbidden for the 
first 3 years ? and the answer given is that the tree was created as 
a 5-year old tree. If so, our lamb could also be deemed a 2-year-
old, even if only a day old. However, some Meforshim point out 
that the laws of Orlah are not dependent on age – even an older 
tree may be subject to Orlah once again, if it is transplanted 
elsewhere. The Shomer Emes cites the Gemara (Avodah Zarah 
8a) which relates that Adam and Chava thought they had 
destroyed the world with their sin when night fell, but in the 
morning when the sun rose, Adam offered an ox as a Korban, 
referred-to in the Posuk: rp ruan ‘sk cyh,u – more pleasing to 
Hashem than an ox/bull . If oxen, like all animals, were created on 
the fifth day, that would mean that the ox was offered when it was 
only 2 days old. Does not the Torah require that an animal stay 
with its mother for a week and only from the eighth day forward 
may it be offered as a Korban ? The GRiZ answers this question, 
pointing out that an ox is called an ox on the day it is born, but a 
cow is not called a bull until it is 3 years old. Since Adam’s ox 
was also called a bull by the Posuk, that reference gave it 
sufficient age, allowing it to be offered. As such, referring to a 
lamb as a ram did the same, making it theoretically ineligible to be 
offered as a Korban Tomid.     

A Lesson Can Be Learned From:  

v,t

P.S. Be aware, be distant, be safe.   


